A novel minimal residual disease model of neuroblastoma in mice.
Patients with high-risk neuroblastoma rarely succumb to their primary tumor but rather from relapsed metastatic disease after surgery. We, therefore, sought to create an in vivo model of minimal residual disease (MRD), which clinically replicates tumor recurrence and metastasis after surgical resection. Neuroblastoma cell lines CHLA-255, CHLA-136, and SH-SY5Y were used. After establishing orthotopic xenografts, mice were divided into control tumor group (sham operation at 14days) and tumor resection group (resection at 14days). Mice were monitored by bioluminescent imaging and sacrificed when institutional criteria for euthanasia were met. In the CHLA-255 and CHLA-136 cell lines, mice experienced significantly longer survival following tumor resection (p<0.007). There was no survival benefit seen in the SH-SY5Y cell line (p=0.29). Bioluminescent imaging demonstrated metastatic disease in 100% of all tumor resection mice and varying rates of metastasis in control mice (4 of 5 CHLA-255, 2 of 4 CHLA-136, and 7 of 7 SH-SY5Y). In this study, we describe a novel neuroblastoma model of MRD in mice. This MRD model serves as an innovative means to test preclinical therapies as well as elucidate mechanisms of metastatic disease in experimental neuroblastoma.